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TO OTHER STATE SCHOOLS
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sponsors
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12,501 total international
Students in Virginia
• 565,039 total in the U.S.
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The lights dimmed at 8 pm
Tuesday in Grafton-Stovall Theatre
as one by one, survivors of sexual
assault stepped up to the microphone to tell their stones.
Take Back the Night was the
main event of a week's worth of sexual assault prevention programs.
The beginning of me event was
led by two speakers, Joyce Allan
and Jackson Baynard.
|oyee Allan, author of "Because
I Love You: The Silent Shadow of
Child SexualAbuse." told of how
she was sexually molested by her
father for seven years.
"The reason 1 tell my story is
because it is absolutely ordinary,"
she said. And although she eventually built up the courage to tell her
mother about the incidents, it was
a social worker who encouraged
Allan to keep quiet about them.
"We're here tonight to end that silence," Allan said.
The startling statistic that 90
percent of all rapes occur by people
the victim knows rang true for both
speakers.
The sexual abuse that JMU
graduate Jackson Baynard suffered
was also from someone close to him
— a male teacher. A new student in
a new town, 11-year-old Baynard
was unsure about how to react to
the amount of attention he was receiving from his teacher.
Trie teacher manipulated Baynard into lying to his parents and
spending many hours alone with
him. "He said he had helped other
boys become men," Baynard said.
It was not until the end of his
first year at JMU that Baynard finally disclosed to someone what
had been going on for the last eight
years of his life. After speaking to
his family and the police, Baynard
met his former teacher one last
time. This time it was to him him
into the police.
The hardest part of sexual assault is the aftermath, Baynard said.
Mentally, both he and Allan have
dealt with depression, post-traumatic stress disorder, alcohol abuse
and family problems. "But," Baynard said, "you have to move on, do
something positive with it," which is
why he conbnues to speak < tit
Senior Lauren Mazzotta, student empkiyee for the Women's
Resource center, and the coordinator of the event thought that one
of the nuist powerful parts of the
night was led by One in lour, the
men's organization is dedicated to
the fight against rape and sexual assault
"Adam McNeil, president of the
One in Four, stood up and asked all
the One in Four guys, as well as all
of the guys in the audience, to join
him on stage in a moment of silence
to demonstrate their support for the
people who got up and spoke," she
vlkl
Sophomore One in Four member Tim Drummond said he joined
the organization in order to help
women who were dealing witn
sexual assault on a larger scale.
TBTN is an important event for
everyone, Drummond explained.
"It is meant to afflict the comforted
and comfort the afflicted."
' Senior Kelley Freund deaded to
attend for the first hme this year as
.i suggestion made in her women's
studies class.
If s a topic I don't really know
.i lot about and I thought it would
be foU-resnng to hear people's sto[!<■%■* sin- Naul
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21,534

SUve Coureon of A Tiny
Pocket plays Tuesday at Take
Back the Night.

«. out of school tuition roughly
21,000 a year
International students not
eligble for financial aid
lAURhNPACKvin.W/,..

Internationally Bland
Only 135 of JMU's
16,546 students are
international
■Y RACHANA
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Out of |MU's student body of more than
16,000, a mere 135 of them are international
students, which, according to some in the Office of Internationa] Programs and Office of
Admissions, is too low.
Lee Sternberger, executive director of CUP,
said, "Everyone is in agreement that we need
to do a better job of this."
According to Open Doors Online, a
report on international student exchange,
from 2004 to 2005 there were 12,501 international students studying in the Commonwealth of Virginia. Virginia Tech and the
University of Virginia boasted the highest
international student numbers at 2,102 and
1,743, respectively.
Nationally, Open Doors reported that
from 2004 to 2005 there were 565,039 intemabonal students studying in the United States.
The sparse presence of international
students at [Ml according to international
admissions coordinator Shaun Muoney, is related to a number (if factors.
"The United States has traditionally been
the destination of choice for many international students," he said. "However, the United
Kingdom and Australia have also begun to
draw many more international students.
"Also, many developing countries have,
in the past few decades, upgraded and increased their own university capacibes for
educating students within their own countries"
However, Stemberger said the university
has a lack of resources to consistently offer

SGA allots
funds for
six groups

scholarships, which often becomes an issue
because of the costliness of traveling to the
United States.
"It's a resource crunch," she said. "We
have almost no international student scholarships."
DeJores Blough, OIPs director for international student and scholar services, agreed.
She said, "Inere's virtually no money"
While at JMU, international students pay

..many developing countries
have, in the past few decades,
upgraded and increased their
own university capacities...
— Shaun Mooney
admissions coordinator

out-of-etate tuition According to the University Business Office's Website, |mu.edu/ubo,
out-of-state tuition for the 2lXrV06 academic
year is $7,661 per semester. If the student
chooses to live on campus, room and board
costs for the 2005-'On academic year amount
to $3,062 per semester. Inti-nutum.il students
are not eligible for financial aid.
'To be able to pay to get into the L S, it's
not insignificant for many families," Stemberger said. She added that in most parts of
the world, students pay hardly any tuition to
go to school in their own country; instead, it
is the international students that an' the great
source of revenue.
Artur < „t\ nuhn. an intemabonal student
from Uzbekistan, said he is studying on a full
scholarship given by the Intemabonal Re-

search and l.xchanges Board, a State Department organization. But in Uzbekistan, he said,
tuition is virtually nonexistent and things
like textbooks .ire (nv. "[In the United States|
hooks are so expensive," he said.
Another obstacle JMU has encountered is
an inadequate rocruihng abroad. Stemberger
said, "We historically have not done a lot of
recruiting "
Mooney added, "In the past, our recruiting
has been focused on word of mouth acb vibes.
Many students choose to attend a uni\ ersit\
because they have a friend or family member
standing the same institution."
Himal Humagain. a Nepalese grad student studying computer science, came to JMU
because he has family friends living in Hamsonburg. He said when he told his parents he
wanted to study in the United States they said.
"Hamsonburg is the best place you can start."
Carlos Fernandez, another international
student who will graduate rrom the University of Salamanca this summer, said he came
to study here because he knew he could k-am
a lot fixim the United States.
"I had one goal, and that was to study in
the US. for at least one year," Hernandez said.
But, despite enjoying their time here,
some intemabonal students have expressed
they would like to sec some changes at JMU,
which in turn may increase their numbers
I lumagain said many international students
might have problems with living situations
after the academic year ends. II possible, he
said, special arrangements should be made
for those students who do not know anyone
in the area.
Gaynulin concurred.
Hrn\ I have nobody. I'm by myself."
Stemberger said, though, that they are
hopeful about having more intemabonal students at the university, and overcoming difficulties with resources and funding.
She said, "I am optimistic that as we move
forward, we will get better."

The SGA allocated more than
$300,000 to six JMU programs Tuesday night.
It WAS a busy night," said senior senator Cory Winters. "Busier
than usual."
The Black Student Alliance, Interfratemity Council, the Panhelleni M il and UPB budgets n M ■!
voted on with unanimous consent.
Two, however, were debated.
Campus Assault ResponsE
nearly had its S3,5W speaker cost
trimmed to $2,200.
Winters who proposed the
amendment to cut the allotment,
said, "It's a general budgetary pnndple — u* you don't use the money
you're alkxated, you'll lOMft"
He added the group used only
38 percent of its budget last year and
so far, has imly used 30 percent this
year. "I proposed the bill out i>t fiscal concern," Winter said. "They
haven't used all of their money." He
did sav, however, the group has until
|une to do so
Student Ambassadors had its
membership drive fund cut in half
from $500. A few senators said $250
was a good compromise. Money
from the membership drive fund is
used to buy items, which are then
given to students for recruitment
and general awareness ot the pn>gram. Such items include kev chains
and cups. TTie Student Ambassadors
Homecoming fund was also cut
The senate approved a $2(1) deduction lor the already $500 fund.
I I'H divn-ased its budget by
$1,500 because two job position
stipends wen1 stneken from the
budget, leaving UPB's total budntataboutSlSUXX) UPBhuth*
largest budget of all universit\
programs
Also discussed were the upcoming general elections on Apnl 6.
"We want a clean campaign,''
sophomore Matt Winer said "And
it has been so far."
He encouraged the presidential
candidates to keep their campaigns
positive and concentrate on their
platforms. In addition, senior Lucy
Hutchinson, chairperson of the finance committee, intnxluced a bill
Tuesday night that would supplement the existing election policies.
Under the new bill, the number
of seats apportioned to the Undergraduate Academic College will
equal the total number of residence
hall seats. Rvery residence hall will
be assigned one sen.itoi l.it-Je,
< hcsane.ike .ind I'otom.n hmw-wr.
will have two seats for each.
'This isn't new election policy,"
I lutchinson said. "It's the same thing
we have done even' year, except even, year except it wasn't included
into the elections policy when we
changed it List month."
"Senators are still elected the
same way. I just wanted to make
sure this was added election policy,
because I don't want anyone calling
the ekxtion unconstituhonal."

Safety with style
BY KATIE O'DOWD
SENIOR WRITIR

A Chicago-based company is reinventing women's safety — and making
pepper spray a fashion must-have.
"We're not making sexual assault stylish, we're making personal safety stylish,'*
said Mladen Djankovi, the founder of Pepptrfact.com.
The company sells compact pepper
spray dispensers that are small enough
to fit in a back pocket. Bach aluminum
dispenser contains a replaceable insert of
non-lethal spray that impairs vision and
breathing for 30 to 45 minutes.
"It's everyday fashion that can improve the quality of life," D)ankuvi said.
Hillary Wing-Richards associate director
of the Office of Sexual Assault Preventi<*%
said pepper spray can be "a positive tool"
during an assault but «aid women need to

know the potential it has to become useful
to the attacker. She said the wind could bkiw
the spray back into the face of the victim, or
the perpetrator could take it from the victim
and use it against him or her.
The dispensers are purple to represent
the designated awareness cotor for violence against women. For every Prevention Purple spray sold, a dollar is donated
to the National Center on Domestic and
Sexual Violence, according to the Web site.
"What represents the cause can be
used to prevent it" Djankovi said.
Djankovi said safety products for
women were left behind as a product
and marketing concern.
Pepper spray is usually sold in outdoor and hunting stores — places women don't usually go. 'This, is sinnething
| Pepperface) wants to help change."
see SAFETY, page 3

Pepperface.com hat reinvented pepper spray — and sexed it up a Wt. Mladen
Djankovi, who founded the Chicago-based company, made the dispensers purple to coincide with the official awareness color for violence against women.
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A JMU student reported broken front glass ol a vending
machine at the Festival Center March 26 at 12:15 a.m.

Drunkenness, underage consumption
A JMU student was charged with drunkenness and
underage consumption at Rockingham Hall March 25
at 2.43 a.m.

A JMU student reported a damaged vehicle windshield
on a car parked in Cl -Lot March 22 between 8 a.m. and
2:15 pm

Drunk in public, drunkenness

Larceny

A JMU student was charged with being drunk m pubic and drunkenness at Potomac Hall March 25 at 11:08
p.m.

A JMU student reported three handicap metal parking signs were removed Irom posts at Rockingham Hall
March 26 at 3:30 a m.

Drunkenness, underage possession of
alcohol

A JMU student reported the theft of an unattended JAC
Card at PC Dukes March 25 between 2 and 3 p.m.

A JMU student was charged with drunkenness and underage possession ot alcohol at Ikenberry Hall March 25
at 11:17 pm

Number ot drunk in publics since Aug 29 69

MAILING ADDRESS

Number of parking tickets since Aug 29:20,255
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Madison urban
explorers get
their hands dirty
•v

KELLY CONNIFT

CONTRIBUTING WRtTtR

Walking
through
Mann
drains, traversing difficult terrain and taking pictures of urban
art — it may sound unusual, but
for juniors Seth Fowler and Chns
Zeigler, it's just another Wednesday night.
Both students are members
of a group interested in starting
an urban exploring club, devoted
to the adventure of JML' and the
greater Harrisonburg area.
The goal of this group is to
gain a better understanding of the
outside area, gather skills for outdoor survival and "photographically document the rich subculture of graffiti and unban art that
exists m our area," said junior
Seth Fowler, a founding member
of the club.
Although the group is not yet
an official |MU club, they hope
to gather more participants that
are interested, so that they can
become one next fall.

As a kid, I always admired
explorers... When I grew
up, I realized most areas
have been explored
- Seth Fowler
junior
The creation of this group
stems from an interest in exploration that many of the founding
members have cultivated suite
childhood.
"As a kid, I always admired
explorers like Richard Burton,"
Fowler s,ud. When I grew up.
I realized that must areas have
already been explored, but I've
discovered that many places really deserve a second look."
Like Fowler, Zeigler is drawn

ll*~*

len of.
o IMUI

Students seek adventure in
Harrisonburg area
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pJMU be better able to support:

toward the discovery of new
things.
"As a little kid, I was an explorer <ft heart," said Ziegler.
"When I came to JMU, I felt like
a little kid all over again, because
it's a natural pull to find more
than what you can |ust see. Some
people have a natural tendency
to explore and look at every nook
and cranny."
Currently the group operates informally, taking suggestions from members on what tney
should explore next. The group
has recently explored Harrisonburg sewers and found themselves
drawn to the prominent graffiti
that exists there, much of which
stems from social causes and provides a commentary to what is
currently occumng in the area.
"A lot of people in Harrisonburg are upset about eminent
domain and other social causes
here," Fowler said. "We've found
this reflected in urban art in the
area, and we'd really like to document this art so that there is a record of this social commentary."
Fowler and Zeigler are looking for fellow students that might
be interested in joining the club.
"We want people who like
the outdoors, getting dirty and
having hands-on experiences,"
Fowler said.
However, the group also
wants to draw those .who haven't
previously experienced urban
exploring. Both Fowler and
Zeigler hope that the club will
become a venue for social interaction through exploration and
other activities.
"Hopefully people will be
interested in hanging out swapping stories and sharing conversation," Zeigler said. "The feeling
of excitement when explonng is
great, and I want others to experience it as well."
To join or hear more about the
urban explorabon club, contact
Seth Fowler aifouierms
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TtM board on tho common* illustrates the lack of participation from the class of 2006.

Senior Class Challenge behind goal
BY JACKIE WALSH
COrVTRirWTJNC VVRITIR

The Senior Class Challenge
has only reached a 3 percent
participation rate, with donations amounting to $1,753.24
as compared to 11 percent and
530,000 last year.
Since 1989, JMU has put
on the Senior Class Challenge
to see how much money
graduating seniors can raise
to give to the school. The
purpose of this is to provide
an atmosphere of giving to
JMU and to produce lifelong
alumni donors.
Although the participation rates seem drastically
decreased so far this year, last
year's fund raising began a
lot earlier.
"We wanted to start fund
raising after the Senior Gala
this year," said Senior Class
Challenge student director Kristin Naylor, "So that
we could accomplish more
publicitv and educate more

people before we asked for
donations."
"Even though it may seem
as if we have greatly decreased
in participation since last year,
the Senior Class Challenge is
only sixty donations away
from matching last year's
number of donations and five
hundred students away from
reaching this year's goal of
fifteen percent."
The eight volunteer students who make up the
Steering Committee have
been working since last
spring to put on the Senior
Class Challenge.
Samantha Hess, a member
of the steering committee and
part of the events team, said
the team spent much time of
the first semester planning
and getting all the details laid
out for the Senior Gala which,
according to Hess, ended up
being successful and had 250
people in attendance.
Other events, in addition
to the Senior Gala, put on

by the Senior Class Challenge
will be a D-hall dinner on
April 25 followed by Senior
Night, and a donor reception
in May for those who gave.
Participating in the Senior
Class Challenge equals a
minimum donation of $5. In
past years, specific funds or
"gifts" have been the designation of donations; however, this year along with
the past couple of years, the
students make the choice of
where their money will be
used. It can go to the Madison
Fund, which puts the money
wherever it is most needed, a
college, club or organization
of choice, the Duke Club,
student affairs or scholarship
dollars for JMU students.
The last day to have a
donation go to the Senior
Class Challenge will be the
Tuesday before graduation.
"The whole goal is to educate students so that they
can help the future student
generation have just 85 good

an experience as we did,"
Naylor said. The Senior Class
Challenge money will be
presented in a check to JMU
President Linwood Rose at
graduation.
Senior Mark Eisenmann,
who donated the minimum
amount, said, "I did donate
to the challenge because this
school has treated me well
over the last four years, and
it's time to give back to help
JMU continue to be the school
that I remember, and am
proud of."
However, the opposite end
of the donating spectrum with
is apparent as well.
Another senior, Elizabeth
Everett, who did not donate,
gives her reasons.
"As an out-of-state student, I've already given JMU
a lot of money in tuition, so
I can't afford to give them
much more at this time."
The Senior Class Challenge
money will be presented in a
check to Rose at graduation.
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JMU education students in demand post-graduation
BY TOM BEFTUR
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Located just 15 minutes south of JMU.
Take 181 south to Exit 240;
turn east & follow the signs.

The Chronicle of Higher
Education
published
an
editorial by Arthur Levine
titled "Expectations for Our
Teachers Are Misplaced," which
examined the standards and
characteristics of
education
schools within colleges and how
these related to new teachers
entering workforce in public
schools across the country.
Levine, the president of
Teachers College of Columbia
University, outlined his editonal
according to three ma|or points
made by critics of the educational system. First, education
schools are to blame for admitting weak students who in turn
berome poor teachers. Second,
they are expected to turn out
"linished products." Third, they
are expected to rescue failing
school systems.
Several individuals representabve of JMU's own College of
Education were asked to comment on Levine's piece and to
contribute their own perceptions
of the way education schools
work and why.
Les Bolt, a professor in the

Secondary Education Program,
praised JMU's program and
expressed confidence in its
graduates.
"We start with an academically strong populabon of students that is reflective of the
overall competibve nature of the
university," he said. Then put
them through an intensive and
ngorous preparation program."
He compared JMU postgraduate statistics to national
averages, adding, "Our graduates are in demand because they
are exceptional beginning teachers. Our graduates are still teaching at about an eighty percent
rate five years after graduation.
The national rate is in the fifty to
sixty percent range."
Michael Rettig, director of the
Center for School leadership, also
elaborated on the unique qualifications and training standards of
JMU education students.
"We attempt to give our students a great deal of practical
experience before they finish
their programs, including three
practicum and full-semester student-teaching internship," Rettig
said. "The biggest criticism of
education schools tends to come
from policy-makers, who say

there is too much emphasis on
pedagogy and not enough on
content knowledge. Our teachers are required to have content
majors."
Senior Brian Harris, who will
complete his master's degree in
secondary education next year,
added a vote of confidence in
JMU's institution.
"At JMU, we are thoroughly, even rigorously, prepared,"
Harris said. "But the most important lesson of all is that teaching
is an art — only time and experience will lead to a mastery of
our craft."
Harris registered his own
expectations and conceptions ol
the teaching industry.
"Teachers have a lot of
power," he said. "And so are
often scrutinized under a microscope. (But) public education is
a multi-faceted issue Kids bnng
books, pencils, parents, sex,
drugs, friends, abuse, neglect
and a variety of other social
issues to school with them inside
their bookbags. To expect any
single organization to 'fix' these
is, at best, thoughtless."
Arthur Levine's editonal is
available online at httpjI chronicle.
com/xveekly/vS2fi27f27b053Q1htm.

SAFETY: Despite preventative action,
assault pressing issue for men, women
SAFETY, from front
One of the goals of Pepperface.com is to make pepper
spray more attractive and accessible for women. 'The spray
itself, and the whole shopping
environment, is more welcoming," she said.
But
Wing-Richards
said
she's concerned about the dress
of the women on the site. "Rape
and attacks are not about sex
and sexy clothes — they are
about power and control," she
said. "Otherwise we would not
have 75-year-old women being
attacked and raped and small
ml.nits being sexually abused."

The Web site also features
resources for victims and stories about women who have
been assaulted. "Anyone can
be a victim," Djankovi said.
"(Sexual assault) doesn't always happen on the wrong
side of the tracks at 3 a.m."
D)ankovi said one of the
biggest problems is that sexual
assault isn't talked about. "A
huge percentage goes unreported, especially on college
campuses," he said.
At JMU, personal safety remains a real threat for women
and men. On March 19, police
received two reports of suspi-

cious persons who allegedly entered, or tried to enter, resident
hall rooms of female residents in
Eagle Hall. There were similar
incidents reported in Eagle Hall
and Wayland Hall in January.
There have also been seven robberies and several assaults reported at off-campus
housing recently, according to
Wing-Richards.
"Men and women need to
understand that walking alone
or leaving the mall alone is a
potential danger," she said
"1 encourage women to t.ike
the Rape Aggression Defense
course."
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Meet the candidates: 2006 student body major elections

*i

BRANDON EICKEL
Student Body President

RYAN POWELL
Student Body President

STEPHANIE GENCO
Student Body President

1. Increased and more aesthetically pleasing outdoor
patio seating around dining facilities, including
purple and gold JMU themed umbrellas

1 JMU JoeHealthCenter screen name
(get information - make appointments and
cancellations)

1. Ecampus ease: open classes are green, closed
classes are red and students can just search using
"time available'

2 Extended Health Center hours and Health Center
access during summer semesters

2. Open residence halls two days before the
beginning of spring semester

2. Online cours evaluations: like
RateMyProfeuorf com, but objective and available
via ecampus when you search/register

3. Lobby for maximum student parking in construe
tion of new parking deck and lowest possible parking
pass fees for students and faculty

J.Greater safety education SGA will help sponsor
Roofie Education Week, as well as a separate
program to educated students about gang violence
in Harnsonburg

3 Improved lighting especially along Greek Row, to
R2 Lot and Rockingham Hall, more lighting and
security is needed

TJ VANWAGNER
. VP of Administrative

AIMEE CIPICCHIO
VP of Student Affairs

I Affairs

I .Empower class councils to create more claw
identity and unity through Commons Days and unity
programs

>
n
advisory process: working with
academic advisers to make sure that students get
the right information to graduate on time

2 Continue to improve and increase Purple Out
dtotrtbutiofl while keeping the tradition strong

2. Purple terrible towels: furthering the tradition of
Madison pride with towels for students to wave at
football games

i Improve visibility of opportunities and honors
available to students from SGA and class councils

3 Restoring Prestige UC AC appointments: finding
the right people to represent the student body in
these important positions

.a

LEE BROOKS
VP of Administrative
Affairs

1 Having an academic course on the history of JMU,
this class would incorporate JMU s history, myths
and secrets
2. Having Java City open on the weekends in TDU
and the Festival Center
3. A student-run JMU television show that would
broadcast sporting events and important JMU
events

**

TEDDY McNAB
VP of Administrative
Affairs

1. Food Services: I would like to expand Ms. Greens
seating and hours of operation
2. Parking increase number of additional and
available parking spots for JMU students
3. Lower textbook prices: lower textbook prices,
extend bookstore hours and increase bookstore
scholarships for deserving JMU students

■■
ROBERT BURDEN
, Executive Treasurer

*

ROBERT ROODHOUSE
Student Rep. to the
„ BOV

ALEX SIRNEY
Student Rep. to the
BOV

an

STACY FULLER
Student Rep. to the
BOV

l I have the experience needed, serving as sopho
more class treasurer and shadowing the current
executive treasurer

1. James Madison "student board" to ensure diverse
representation and accurate depiction of student
opinion

1. Accessibility -1 want to be available on campus,
online and in monthly advisory meetings open to
all students

1. Acquisition of Phi Beta Kappa chapter - to
recognize our outstanding faculty and institution
as a whole

2 My main goal is to be more accessible to organizations about possible funding opportunities

2. Create and maintain SRBOV Web site, to keep
students informed of activities, reports and plans

3.1 also plan to work on reforming contingency
mnney allocation procedures, making funding more

2. Communication -1 want to keep students up to
date on everything the board is doing through
campus media

3. Continue "Darts & Pats on the Commons' and
"IMU Mythbusters"campaigns, with more
lo ngev i ty/f reguenc y

2. General Education Financing
Enhancement/Revision - to give professors more
resources and reduce class size
■
3. Communication - enhance students accessibility
to not only BOV information, but happenings all
around campus

3. Representation -1 want to serve as a loyal
advocate and voice for the student body to the
board
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SUPER CROSSWORD
TONIGHT: STARTING AT 10:30
DJ. DREAD - ALL NEW PUB DANCE PARTY!
LADIES FREE, WIN $80!
MERLEFESTSTAR
DARRELL SCOTT
EARLY 8 PM SHOW
With Guests Mike Davis and Tripper Ryder
Friday: BENT Saturday: ADELYN & Friends
Coming Next Week
Wednesday: SUN DOMINGO & STILLWELL
S

SS^

432-0610 dothepub.com

Recognized
Worldwide?
You could be if you join global recognition and
networking for smart people.
Visit www.goldenkey.org to learn more.

GOLDEN KEY INTERNATIONAL HONOUR SOCIETY
Hrrounltvm lor Success. Keys to the future.

WRITE RIGHT
ACROSS
I Tali
5 It's a long story
9 Photographer Arbus
14 Opposite
19 Tigris-Euphrates land
20 King of comedy
21 Maestro Dorati
22 ■- Gay"
23 Waiter's offering
24 Waiting room sign?
27 "-Room" (02 film)
29 Platonic character
30 Do Little work?
31 Political abbr.
32 Punjabi prince
34 Throbbed
38"Git.Garfield!"
41 Tour The Eternal
City?
45 Mr. Ed?
49 Med test
50 Sometimes it's sweet
52 Stumble
53 Kindled anew
55 Lawrence's locale
58 Confessional feature
60 With 9 Down, "Reeling in the Years" rock
era
61 Less available
62 Bear's advice
63 Proclamations
65 Snug spot
66 Pack the freight
69-Alamos. NM
70 Overly
71 Screenwriter James
72 Has-been actor?
75 Nasty attitude?
77 "Wild Child" singer
78 Bird's beak
79 "Hurrah'"
81 Balloon material?
82 Novelist Amy
83 Tacitus'tongue
85 Sicilian nimbler
87 Soprano Mitchell
91 Kilauea. for one
93 Nogales naps
95 Pollux's twin
96 Maugham's "Of Bondage"
97"
-in a pod"
98 Normandy site
100 Hal hat
101 Potion alert?
105 Gush?
108 "Are you - out?"
109 Macabre
111 Harmony
112 Mister, in Madras
115 Appreciated, in the
'50»
117 Unwind a rind

babv

119
123
130
131
132
133

Loser to Truman
Kvelched together?
Heart burn?
Black piano key
Make Fido fetch
Siegmeister or Wiesel
!34HurlerHershiser
135 New Hampshire
campus
136 Red Sea nation
137 Figure of interest?
138 Swiss sharpshooter

28
33
35
36
37
39

DOWN
1 Like a wet noodle
2 Precinct
3 "The Journey of Natty
-"('85 film)
4 Writhe
5 Sweet stuff
6 Helen Keller's birthplace
7 Corral feature
8 A Pointer sister
9 See 60 Across
10 Business abbr
11 Demolished a Danish
12 Oenophile's mecca
13 Slip by
14 1M the architect
15 TVs "Step Beyond"
16 Protracted
17 Choir member
18 Kind of hie
25 Apiece
26 Pan of MIT.

Subway unit
Spanish dance
Resort features
Viscount's better
Like a raisin
It comes from the
heart
40 "Lemon -"('65 hit)
41 Bring up
42 Gumbo thickener
43 John of "Fort Apache"
44 Lodge brothers
46 Anel. for instance
47 Singer Percy
48 Heckart or Brennan
51 Mournful sound
54 Actress Daly
56 Politician Abzug
37 "Dies"
59 "Xanadu" rockers
60 Sharon of "Sliver"
64 Stocking Muffet'
67 Iranian currency
68 Correct a text
71 Hospital employees
72 Stagnating
73 Go-getter
74 San Luis-.CA
75 Feathered yakkers
76 Actress Powers
77 Decorate glass
79 Military response
80 ABA member
83 October Revolution
name
84 Sib's kid
86 Concerning

88 "Beetle Baileybulldog
89 Genesis patriarch
90 "Babes in-"('37
musical)
92 '72 Harry Chapin hit
94 Vacation sensation
95 Tearoom item
99 Blows one's cool
102 Affirmative actions?
103 Reliable
104 Puppy bites
106 Remnant
107 It's spotted at MOB
110 Avid
112 Pierre's st.
113 Widespread
114 Land in the sea
116 Richard of "The
Cotton Club"
118 Actress Lenska
120 Sported
121 Daredevil Knievel
122 Scream
124 Pantry item
125 Multipurpose
vehicle
126 Create a reservoir
127 Mozart's "-Zauberflote"
128 Tavern
129 Peg for Palmer

ool

P

J

The Sunchase pool is waiting for you!
A cool refreshing deep end. a shallow end complete with jets and
a large sun deck full of lounge chairs can be
just steps away from your apartment.
Call or visit the website today for more infortation on availble rooms!

www.sunchase.net
f

540-442-4800

ft
EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

OPINION
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Brian Goodman, Ediior
hreezeopiniim@hotmailjcom
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EDITORIAL

LOVEK OK WOMEN, CONQUKRKR OK NATIONS

Vote deliciousness today
IY BOSSY MCMAHON

SINIOH WHITER

FAREWELL NOTES

To our graduating editors: Good night, and good luck
Those of us on staff at The breeze wish our
graduating seniors the best of luck as they
leave the newsroom and venture out into the
big, scary world- Their dedication, professionalism and talent will be sorely missed.

Breeze in the coming year and I have faith
that the new editors are up to the challenge
of creating a newspaper worthy of (MU.
Nathan Chiantetla
Editor in chief

The view from (he top
Only 38 days left to go
The position of Editor of T)ut Breeze is the
greatest job on campus. Instead of sitting at
home watching reruns of The Colbert Report," I spent my days wielding secret power from the basement of Anthony-Seeger
Hall. If s fine work if you can stomach it.
Twice a week I was able to address JMU
and discuss campus events, world news,
and even who patted whom for being polite
to a post-party stumbler.
I never desired much from this position; just complete obedience and instant
fame. While these goals were clearly filled,
I gained more in my four years working my
way up The Breeze ladder.
Everyone is aware of the many reasons universities support athletics. Sports offer a chance
for students to work as a team, do something
in their spare time and also bring the school
together in support At the same time, a good
team publicizes the school and hopefully
draws an even higher quality of students.
The exact same is true of campus media.
Not only does it work as a social organization, but also offers incredible experience and
education. The next generation of responsible
foumalists come from college papers.
Publications unite the school and
gives students a forum to question just
about everything.
It is integral to the college environment that our media outlets are fully supported. Further, involvement opportunities are limitless.
Here at The Breeze, we offer jobs for writers, editors, photographers, cartoonists and
also in advertising. The crazy thing is ...
anyone can obtain these positions.
It does not even stop there. Support can
be as simple as e-mailing your thoughts or
comments to an editor. This paper belongs
to the campus and operates accordingly.
While I will admit it was not always
easy, my job was amazing. I did have a
great deal of help, though.
I would first tike to thank my staff, especially those who stuck around (I'm stall polite to a few of those who left as well). These
students spend countless hours working on
the paper and are completely devoted. I'm
glad they chose to spend their time here and
am proud of the work they did.
I'd also like to thank my family for their
constant support and for not only reading
the paper online, but listening to the stories. I do not know that I would have applied if it weren't for them, and I certainly
would not have done as well.
Then there are my friends. I cannot even
imagine how they put up with me dropping
newspaper stones into conversations. Also,
I appreciate that the occasional Pabst was
waiting for me on the table when I would
get home from production.
Last, I need to thank you for taking the
time to pick up the paper, and especially
for reading this.
Even better things are in store for The

I is a college student — at least for the
next 38 days.
You probably didn't even know me, or that
I v\ | irked for The Breeze. So how is saying I wrote
my first story in August 2002 about the new
1SAT solar panels going to prove anything?
Precisely.
When I first came to JMU, I made a list
entitled "How JMU is different than high
school," which included such gems as "All
the parties are at individuals' houses. There
is always beer pong, black lights, stolen road
signs and 'Beast.' Plus, you usually never
know whose house it actually is." Arid while
th.it U-sMiii i\,i-. (l.>.iris
important, there
have been some other things I've learned:
1) I earn your student rights: Break out of
the "JMU bubble." Learn about Hosty v. Carter, and how college journalists are on the brink
of having the same rights as high schoolers.
Get national headlines from The Washington
Post or The New York Times sent to your inbox
free of charge every day via their Web sites.
It's simple and gets you in the know about the
outside world. If you want to stav in denial,
hey, you can always delete it.
2) Vote: For national elections. Student Government Association elections,
state elections ... If you don't, you have no
grounds for complaining.
3) To lie, cheat and steal: For if you must
lie, lie in the arms of the one you love. If you
must cheat, cheat death. And if you must
steal, steal someone's heart.
4) Be the change you wish to see in the
world: Question your administration and
student officials. Then wnte about it for
The Breeze's 9,500 readers. If you're going to
criticize the paper, at least have the balls to
write for it. If you don't, who will?
5) Live by "the Golden Rule": Patch Adams may not like George Bush, but he can
remind you how to love another person because they are actualized to you, with hopes,
feelings and dreams. IXin't wnte someone
off for just one of his or her beliefs; treat others how you want to be treated.
6) JMU students are the friends you never
knew existed: Treasure those who go to this
school. Winter Break, I was stranded in front
of the 9:30 Club, trying to figure out parking. Thank goodness I was behind someone
with a JMU window sticker. Iliey must have
thought I was nuts when I knocked on their
window and explained my dilemma, but
they let me follow them to a parking lot and
walked with me inside, and for that, I will
always be grateful ... and the family you
never knew you had: Two weekends ago, 1
was with my roommate in Pennsylvania getting her bridesmaid dress fitted. A girl in the
same store was trying on wedding dresses.
Within minutes, we discovered she nad gone
to JMU; suddenly, we were family. Where
else do you instantly go from being strangers to helping someone pick out her wedding
dress anywhere else than JMU?

7) Take the time to appreciate your campus
employees: Here's a start — get to know the
crew who has to pick up trash, sweep and then
mop the entire Convo after every game until
almost 4 am I Kink them for the work they do
that makes your life seem so effortless.
I'm not leaving here with a job, but it
doesn't mean I didn't work hard. But it does
mean my parents just sent a letter containing
only the classifieds (I think they're trying to
tell me something?), i graduate in 38 days,
and this is my last Bretze as an editor after almost four years Then all I'll have are a bunch
of crazy memones, tame-tested friends, a great
education and a piece of paper saying I'm
done. I've made big mistakes and been proud
of them — because they were my own. I'd
rather go big than go home. And I've always
been an advocate of saying if s unfair to succeed greatly without first failing miserably.
So learn the Fight Song and streak the
Quad. Play intramurals and wait in line
for UPB concert tickets at 6 a.m. Eat 1>hall grilled cheese and shake your rump at
Highlawn (while it's still open). Catch as
many JMU sports games as possible.
But enough with that. You've all
taught me more than I could ever try to
write down in some column.
It's been great, JMU.
I'm out.
Kristen Green
managing editor
The last and final shot
After four years of shooting for The
Breeze, my tame at JMU has been measured
more in pictures than semesters. From
dodging football players on the sidelines or
shooting concerts to really boring lectures
and meetings, I wouldn't trade any of it
Thank you to the photography and editorial staffs for making it so much fun to
come to work. When I think about graduation and a "real" job (after a few moments
of panic), I hope I can find something as rewarding as this has been. 1 can't wait to see
what you all do next year.
Amy Paterson
photo editor

As you probably have gathered from the fliers strewn about
the commons, our Student Government Association is holding
its major elections today, and just
as in past years, the most hotly
contested race is for SGA president. Each of the main candidates
boast a commitment to service, a
wealth of experience, and (most
importantly) flashy yet professional looking advertisements,
all in an effort to prove that they
are most worthy of the presidency. Above all this boasting
and Kinko's-d riven propaganda,
however, is a candidate that can
truly improve the lives of students, a candidate who can bring
real leadership to our student
government. That candidate, of
course, is a slice of watermelon.
A slice of watermelon's
!;reatest strength as president
ies neither in its governmental experience (although it has
been featured prominently at
countless federal and state gala
events) nor its personable demeanor (most people consider
a slice of watermelon "comforting" and "friendly") but in its
unbelievable and sometimes
frightening level of deliciousness. For centuries, artists and
scientists alike have marveled
at how the texture, flavor and
deep red coloring of a slice of
watermelon facilitates its transcendence from mere "fruit" to
a state of ultimate scrumtrilescence (a unified existence that
encompasses all that is scrumptious in the known universe),
enabling it to improve any activity involving groups of peoC including barbecues
iness conventions. Knowing
its cosmic goodness, we as students would be foolish not to
believe that a slice of watermelon could do anything less than
transform our student government into the greatest deliberative collegiate body ever.
If elected, a slice of watermelon will bring its irresistible
tastiness to our student government, with new ideas and new
strategies for this changing time.
The overwhelming deliciousness
of a slice of watermelon has the
power to win over both the Board
of Visitors and our elected officials in Richmond, creating a real
opportunity for the textbook and
parking reform that our campus
needs. Partly due to a lack of mov-

able limbs, a slice of watermelon
will commit itself fully to serving
the student body, working literally around the clock in the SGA
offices to ensure that the job gets
done. Finally, a slice of watermelon will strive for greater diversity
on our campus, embracing all colors and creeds in its juicy blanket
of tolerance and understanding.
Opponents of a slice of watermelon may seek to slander
its candidacy by asserting that
"A slice of watermelon cannot
talk," but its silence is a strength
rather than a weakness. Given
the large number of senators and
the often heated and raucous debate (my favorite story involves
one senator standing on a chair
with hands outstretched yelling "You're crucifying us!"), a
slice of watermelon will stand
silent as a pillar of patience and
wisdom among the hubbub and
brouhaha of senatorial deliberations, turning acrimonious debates into festive seed spitting
contests. While some senators
may find this lack of communication unnerving, most will
see a slice of watermelon's tacit
disposition as a bold and innovative leadership style and feel emEwered by die stoicism of their
der. The enemies of a slice of
watermelon may also mock it by
asking, "Why just a slice of watermelon? Why not the whole
thing?" Much like its tropical
amigo the pineapple, the watermelon reacr.es its potential only
when sliced into wedges, allowing the consumer access to the
mind-blowing sweetness inside
its deep green exterior.
Students, the time has come
for us to make a bold statement
about the direction of our stuand
dent government, to demand
more of our student representatives than clever t-shirts and
video-enhanced Web sites. Today, when you vote in the SGA
elections, write in "A Slice of
Watermelon" as your choice for
student government president,
and help elect a candidate with
the experience, the commitment and the crazy deliciousness to improve our university.
For too long, we have hungered
for better parking, cheaper textbooks and improved students
services, and with a slice of watermelon as our president, we
will never go hungry again.
Bobby McMahon is a senior
political science major, and won the
seed-spitting contest at Summer
Fun Dau Camp when he was 9.
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A "you-make-me-proud-to-be-a-JMU-student" to all ol the men
and women who shared their stories dunng Take Back the Night.
From a fellow sharer who was touched fry everyone's ability to make
evetyone feel like they weren 't alone.
An ' I -.un- hn|v ym'n- .i p,nld dicj'.i-r' dart to the unbelievable
slobs who leave behind ridiculous messes when they eat on campus.
From a dining services employee who can't imagine the horror your
house will look like if you can't afford a maid after graduation.
A "thanks-ior-the-soundtrack-to-my-college-years" pat to the
good folks at Cellular One for their terribly catchy |ingle.
From a graduating senior whose memories art xf to 'oh-oh-oh. me
and my Gizmo."

What a glorious, fabulous ride H has been
Before entering The Breeze office as a
mid-season replacement, I was fully warned
about the massive amounts of work I was
about to take on. All those people were
right; it was A IXJV of work. Even so, my
tenure here has been simply glorious.
And now, as I move on to pursue my
future endeavors — mainly writing blogs,
trying out for reality shows and breaking world records — I would like to say
"yay!" for Rachana, Dominic and Mary.
You are fabulous and therefore are going
to do amazing once I leave.
Also, just in case you ever need a moment of inspiration, I'll even leave you a
piece of me behind — my pinata head.
Drew Lepp
news editor

A "way-to^abuae-your-poweMlash-I'm-soieakHis" dart to the [MU
police officer who turned on his lights in order to take a nght on red.
From an impatient driver ivho saw you cheat, got angry about it. and
then wished she could have done the same thing.
A "way to hr -there in -my -time-of need" pat to my trusty
JAC Card which has recently served as an excellent ice-scraper
when my real one broke.
From a junior girl who still has the old paw-print IAC Card three
years and running and is so grateful to know that even my IAC Card is
dedicated to my happiness as a JMU student.
A "why-you-gotta-chafe-me-so-bad" dart to the residence
hall toilet paper.
From a dry, itchy and irritated sophomore who will be more tlian willing to spring for chemically softened goodness when I moir off campus
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LETTERS TO IUE EDITOR
Ignorance of dance makes for poor review
Recently a review was wntten concerning the
Contemporary Dance Ensemble concert. The article was indirectly highly defamatorv to the dance
program here at JMU. The JMU dance program has
been nationally honored in recognition of performance, choreography and production, but the representation of this article suggests otherwise.
Along with illegitimate sources, the language in
the artide was pedestrian and ignorant of the vocabulary necessary to write a proper review. Dancers spend
countless hours rehearsing until the wee hours of the
morning, opt out of weekend festivities to produce a
concert (or JMU students, faculty, local ci>mmunity
and family members, who often drive hours to see
their loved ones perform. It is shameful that for all the
hard work and dedication put toward performing, an
article that represents a hard-earned concert is suggested in a negative, biased and unprofessional matter.
As if the article portraying dancers as lacking in
technique wasn't humiliating enough the fact mat
in the piece "Carousel'' the dancers performed with
"toilet paper" in a "may-pole" like manner suggests
even worse. With this being said. The Breeze should
refrain from pnnting articles concerning dance
concerts if those writing the articles are ignorant to
contemporary dance. If The Breeze seriously wanted
to offend dance majors, they should have |ust titled
it "Dance majors slapped in the face." That surely
would have sparked attention to the article.
Karen Mills
senior dance and English major

fers a suggestion that would only worsen it.
Callahan holds no punches in his depiction of the
Iraq disaster. He reminds us that in the past month
alone, over 1,000 people, many of them innocent
civilians, have perished in "merciless" fighting. Despite this heartbreaking revelation, he calls for an increased presence of "the best military in the world"
and is even so bold as to admonish politicians that
care about keeping our soldiers out of harm's way.
Callahan calls for an increase of force on the basis
that the Iraqi military and police "cannot be trusted
or relied upon without a legitimate authority residing over them." He forgets that the only "legitimate
authority" in Iraq is the Iraqi people. The article notes
that Iraqi officials are joining insurgents in resisting
the US. occupation and that the United States has
failed to "win the minds of Iraqis." If the Iraqi people
and officials are opposed to our occupation, who are
we fighting for? If their authority is not "legitimate,"
whose is? Don't the Iraqi people have the same right
to self governance that we do?
I do think that the article diagnoses the problem correctly. The chaos in Iraq is truly dreadful.
It is the article's suggested prescription that 1 fear.
Increasing our military presence will only increase
the bloodshed. The suggestion that it is possible to
stop the violence which has resulted from the U.S.
invasion of Iraq by sending more U.S. troops to
Iraq is absurd. It is akin to recommending the use
of gasoline to extinguish a fire. The chaos will not
be remedied by more of what caused it. The only
way to stop the bloodshed is to stop fighting.
Brandon Cagnon
lunior philosophy major

More troops not the answer
Academic freedom requires protection
Last Thursday's edition of The Breeze featured Patrick Callahan's simultaneously superb
and dreadful column concerning the chaos in
Iraq. While this article does a fine job describing the tragedy of the enduring conflict, it of-

Ms. Kildall's reporting on the Academic Bill of
Rights is only a further testament to our need to adopt
the concept of academic freedom. The article oenv
giously misrepresents the document which can be

found at sUukntsforacademicfreedom.org, by stating that
it will "suppress speech" by college professors. This
statement is exactly incorrect The Academic Bill of
Rights is designed to encourage professors to discuss
controversial issues. The article also states that "the bill
is worded to supposedly eliminate bias in the classroom," implying there is a hidden agenda to prevent
professors from discussing anything that could be
deemed controversial — another glaring emir
There is no question that our professors are intelligent and well-educated individuals. Unfortunately, many students fall victim to the logical fallacy that a professor's expert knowledge in .1 tn'ld
automatically makes them an expert in all other
fields. When students graduate and are unable to
engage in rigorous debates and defend their view points, having never been exposed to alternative
opinions, it will inevitably look poorly on the university and ultimately the professors
Indoctrinating impressionable minds with onesided viewpoints is eerily similar to the methtxts UM\1
by al-Qaeda to recruit new terrorists. If professors an'
so confident in the validity of tiW talking points, tln-n
they should be welcoming legitimate debates, free of
intimidation and pillory. If "radical conservative" now
stands for providing multiple viewpoints and avoidance of brainwashing then call me Rush Limbaugh'
Nathaniel Clarkson/Anderson Braswell
senior geographic science and economics/accounting nujon

Censorship at Take Back the Night
1 went to my very first Take Back the Night this
week It was an amazing experience in which 1 was
saddened, encouraged, uplifted and torn down. I even
went up and spoke about my best friend who had
been assaulted and murdered when I was |ust 10 years
old. In general, the night was a success and I thank the
people who made that night possible. I do, however,
have an opinion about the censorship that took place.

About halfway through the night the organizers
came up to the micn>phone and made the announcement that there were many ways to cope with sexual
violence and to please refrain from sharing personal
Ivhefs I looked around the room when this was
said and saw a lot of confused and frustrated faces.
I believe they were wrong in saying this. Before they
came up, we heard stories of violence and brokenness, but we also heard stories of healing and hope.
Survivon stepped tor ward and discussed the ways
the\ wen' able to cone with the pain and move past
the hurt whether that was through counseling, supCirt of kived ones, or faith in God. These stories of
■ahng, hope and belief need to be heard ln-cause if
you take that away, all that's left is the violence.
Alexandra Mi-.idor
junior English major

Editorial policies
Responses to all articles and opinions published in
The Breeze are welcome and encouraged Letters
should be no longer than 250 words, must include a
phone number for verification and can be e-maited to
breezeopmion@ho(mailcom or mailed to MSC 6805
G1. Anthony-Seeger Hal, Hamsonburg. VA 22807
The Breeze reserves the right to edit aH submissions
for length or grammatical style.
7?w noose editorial reflects the opinion of the editorial
board as a whole and is not necessarily the opinion of
any individual staff member of The Breeze
Editorial Board
Nathan Chiantella editor in chief
Knsten Green, managing editor
Bnan Goodman, opinion editor
The opinions in this section do not necessarily reflect
the opinion of the newspaper, thts staff, or James
Madison University
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Student Special

Starting Pay $8.25/hr + Bonuse
No Certifications needed to apply I 4
TRAINING CLASSES
AVAILABLE NOW! ^
Certifications Include; Lifeguard, First Aid/CPR.
AED, Oxygen & WaterPark Training
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J1

540 432 0200

■*,

- Bonus Incentives Up to $250 during Holidays/Peak Times
- Extra $5Q/week for working 6 shifts
• Monthly Attendance (Jun-Aug)
- Employee Referrals $100

■9

1762 South Main Street
II.IITisonburg VA22801

We
Deliver!
$7.50 minimum

Stop in or Call Today (540) 289-4939
Get application online@www.massresortjobs.com

Flex Accepted

XL Cheese Pizza
$5.99
Single Topping Pizza
$6.99
2 Topping Pizza
$7.99
(pick up only)

Lunch Special
$5.25
Dinner Special
$6.99
Over 20 Items!

One-Year Master of Science in International Marketing
Our world class Haub School program and faculty allow you to fully immerse yourself in
cross cultural business practices and concepts - both here in our state-of-the-art facilities and
abroad through study tours to multiple international destinations. What's more, our graduates
enjoy exciting careers in diverse industries worldwide. With the Program, you will:
• Join a distinct group of students hailing from across the globe.
• Earn your degree in as little as one year or follow a self-paced format.
• Benefit from the tremendous international expertise of our faculty.
• Meet international experts & CEOs and hear their views on going-to-market.

MASTER'S IN INTERNATIONAL MARKETING

■» SAINT JOSEPH'S UNIVERSITY
v

^ HAUB SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

SPIRIT I INTELLECT I PURPOSE
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FOR INFORMATION
Call 610-660-3220, e-mail mim@sju.edu
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Arch-Madness: Dukes host tourney
JMU to host
outdoor event
this Saturday
BY CAXOUNF MORRIS
COVTR/8UT7NC WRITER

Welcome to March Madness.. .archery style.
If you wanted to, you could
fill out a bracket for this weekend's JMU
Archery Archety
Invitation- Saturday
al,
which Invitational
works simi- 1 pm.
larly to the HiHs.de Field
NCAA bas- ketball tournament, just make
sure you don't count No. 1
seeds (likely to be filled by JMU

students) out too early.
n»flBtdayoflhtJMU Invitational acts as a qualifying
round, similar to conference
tournaments in other sports. It
decides the seeding for Sunday's
event, which is a single-elimination competition. lust like the
better known March Madness
tournament, the highest seed
will face the lowest seed.
JMU will face teams from
Penn College of Technology
and Stevens Institute of Technology, as well as possibly some
archers from Penn State. If you
haven't heard of most of those
schools, there is a reason.
"Let's face it; it's not fun to
come shoot us right now," |MU
coach Bob Ryder said. "We're
fortunate to have the talent that
we have on our team. |Other
learns are) like 'OK, we got

bludgeoned at the U.S. Indoor,
we're going to get bludgeoned
at the U.S. Outdoor, why don't
we go someplace (other than
JMU) and shoot with people we
can compete with?'"
This weekend will be the
first chance the team will have
to compete outdoors. If their
recently finished indoor season
is any indicator, nothing will be
able to stop them.
Freshman Bnttany Lorenb'
and sophomore Braden Gellenthien won titles in the women's
and men's compound events
at the U.S. Indoor/East Region
Tournament two weeks ago.
Sophomore Jedd Greshock,
freshman Michael Ashton and
freshman Stephen Schwade
also placed, helping the JMU
team sweep the individual
compound competition. Soph-

omore Jacob Wukie was the
runner-up in the men's recurve
competition. JMU also won five
of the six team events.
This year's team is overwhelmingly young, with only
three seniors and one junior
claiming roster spots. While
some of the students were recruited, others joined the team
when they arrived, having had
little to no experience.
Two weeks of archery at
camp was the extent of sophomore recurve shooter Geetha
Mathew's archery training
when she joined the team in
2004. She picked up the sport
quickly and was voted "Best
New Archer" in the women's recurve division at the
U.S. Intercollegiate National

'Grasshopper*
passes the torch
to new editors

•VART'jftfp

Madison's King of the Cage
Goalkeeper
leads JMU Lax
in senior year
BY JOHN GALLE
SEMOR WRITER

AARON STEWAKT'.Mff,V>Wi>»™j>Vr
Senior goalkeeper and captain Uvvy King makes a low save (luring practice. King hat tamed
the starting keeper position this season after sitting behind Amy Altlg for three years. She
averages seven goals against and has a .419 save percentage In seven games this season.

Student Government
ELECTIONS
MARCH 30 - 7AM TO 7PM

ng three
sons, senior goalkeeper Liwy
King has finally earned the
starting
role in the l -«*—»-^~
cage for 1*0099*
the JMU
lacrosse team — and the spotlight is only improving her
game.
King first picked up a
lacrosse stick in the third
grade. However, if you were
to ask her what sport she was
planning to pursue in college prior to her junior year
of high school, she would've
said soccer. And if you were
to ask King what position she
played and preferred once
she changed her mind to pursue lacrosse, she would've
said attacker. Now, instead of
scoring goals, she's defending
them in the Colonial Athletic
Association.
King, a senior captain,
earned her right to start after
playing behind former starter
and two-time second team
All-CAA performer Amy Albg for the last three years. In
her first year as a starter, King
has compiled a .419 save percentage (average per game)

The I Ml baseball team lost
&4 to the Thundering Herd of
Marshall in a game mat began
on Tuesday, but was delayed
until Wednesday morning due
to rain.
JMU junior left-hander Jacob Cook .
pitched BMttMll
four
inn i n g s , Tuesday
striking Marshall 8
out seven JMU
and allowing four hits. Cook had a rough
fourth inning when he allowed
four runs on two hits. Both hits,
however, were home runs. Marshall first baseman Brendan
Murphy hit a solo home run to
center held with one out and

a

Vote online from any computer:
http:llsga.jmu. edu
POSITIONS FOR ELECTION:

Student Body President
Vice President of Administrative Affairs
Vice President of Student Affairs
Executive Treasurer
Student Representative to the Board of Visitors

".earn more about the candidate* and their platforms at http://sfii.jmn.edu.
Questions*' jmutltctumKw^itiiiil.com

and averages seven saves an
outing. Both of these stats, as
well as her goals against average, are all currently in the
top 10 of the CAA in their respective categories.
"It's definitely more pressure than I've ever had before," King said. "But it's definitely exciting. I was nervous
at the beginning, but now
I'm just kind of enjoying the
ride."
In the last two games, JMU
has beaten nationally ranked
Loyola (No. 20), which is 14-8
and California (17-7). King allowed 15 goals while playing
in all but about six minutes.
And in the second half of the
Cal game. King allowed just
one goal.
"Her last two games have
been some of the best I've
seen in her career," Young
said. "(She's| balanced, |her]
stick's ready, [and she's) finding the ball [and] making
saves. As we go through the
rest of the season, her consistency is going to be crucial."
According to Young, her
ability to learn quickly and
make adjustments to her
game have been key in her
development.
"She's got strength at her
high and mid," Young said.
"She's been working on her
low. Thafs where we saw
saves against Cal. Where that
had been an issue | previously!, it wasn't in that game."
see KING, page 9

Diamond Dukes lose
to Thundering Herd
Baseball team
falls after game
is suspended

30, 20061 8

Farewell to
The Short
Report'

A JMU archer Unas up a
•hot In practice for JMU.

see ARCHERY, page 9

MARCH

catcher Tommy Johnson hit' a
three-run homer after Cook
had hit one batter and walked
another.
When the game resumed
Wednesday morning, redshirt
freshman nght-hander Kurt
Houck took over the pitching
duties tor Cook. He gave up
four runs, three of them earned,
on only two hits. Houck had
control issues in the inning, hittang three batters before being
relieved by senior nght hander
NateSchill.
Offensively for the Diamond Dukes, senior catcher
Matt Sluder went 3 for 5 with an
RBI and a run scored and junior
outhnelder Mitchell Moses had
two RBIs on 2 for 4 hitting.
Madison out hit Marshall
14-7, but they were unable to
rally when the Herd's Nick
Wolle came in to earn the save
with 3.1 innings of scoreless relief.
— pom ttojf reports

At the ripe old age of 21, I
am turning in my pen and pad
and title of assistant sports editor and handing over the reins to
the two new faces of the Sports
section, better known as Brian
and John.
While Matt moves onto bigger
and better newspaper endeavors
as the editor in chief, I will be
making the transition into devoting my life solely to the Greeks
and their ancient philosophies of
partying on Thursdays.
I'm only kidding about the partying
thing.
Greeks do way ■
more on this
campus than
you think, but
I won't get
into that right
now.
Back to the
sports thing.
It's been a
great tenure
— more of an
era — of female sports
writing for me I've gotten to
hang with the guys in the press
box at football games, play with
little kids on press row at women's basketball games and meet
some incredible athletes and
coaches on this campus.
I do admit, I'll miss coming
to work to produce masterpiece
Sports sections twice a week, but
all good things must come to an
end. And for me, this end is a
good thing.
My groundbreaking and investigative work on guidos and
women's football clinics have
furthered my career in ways that
I cannot explain. My 10 friends
who read my articles religiously,
agree with me, even though most
of the time they don't know what
they're reading about.
But all (ok.es aside, working
for The Breeze has been a great
experience. I've worked with an
awesome staff and learned a lot
thanks to Matt, who took me under his wing and made me the
"Grasshopper." Which, for the
record, I never liked, because I
hate insects.
I accomplished a lot while
I've been here. I won "Picks of
the Week," laid out my first jump
pages and learned how to chart
basketball games. Last year, when
former sports editor James Irwin
was leaving, he counted the number of stories he'd written over
the vear, but quite frankly, I have
no desire to do that and I'm sure
you have no desire to know.
But if I could pick out some
of my favorite memories, they'd
have to be our last-second win
over William & Mary back in November and our short road trip
to Hofstra, where the infamous
guido column took flight.
And while I know there are
some of you out there who didn't
appreciate my humor and sarcasm, I encourage you to send
letters to the editor and criticize
the writers...the Opinion section needs to fill space. My only
suggestion is to send them to the
right e-m.nl address because we
don't print letters to the editor in
the Sports section.
So, if you're happy to see me
go, and can't wait for these new
guys to step in, too bad. I'm only
a junior. So, basically, this is not
a traditional farewell column, it
is more of a departure from my
previous title.
My picture won't run anymore, but you will find my writing under the new byline "Meagan Mihalko, senior writer." Yes,
it will still be me.
Meagan Mihalko is a junior
SMAD major. This was her last Issue as the assistant sports editor
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ARCHERY: JMU has two
regional champs at invitational
ARCHERY, frontpage 8
Championships last year.
"When we came on the
team, there was a demand
for recurve shooters because
right now the popular thing
for shooting is compound,"
Mathew said.
The main difference between indoor and outdoor
competitions is that indoor is
just one distance and outdoor
has four different distances.
Women shoot targets placed
30m, 50m, 60m and 70m while
men compete in distances of
30m, 50m, 70m and 90m.
"Indoor often times indicates that you've learned to
shoot the form required to beat
people in perfect conditions,"

Ryder said. "When you get outdoors, the same guy that was
doing very well indoors can be
totally lost outdoors because he
doesn't know wnat to do about
the wind, rain |and| all those
variables that come up."
So how do you compensate
for those variables?
"Pray," Wukie joked.
Wukie knows a little something about how the weather
can affect performance. After
a successful season indoors
last year, he struggled once he
stepped outside.
"Thi? year he's got the experience," Ryder said. "He's
worked hard and there won't
be any stumbling. He's got it."
While JMU can expect good

competition from the other
schools' compound and men's recurve teams, the women's recurve
team won't actually have anyone
to compete against this weekend.
"Women's recurve will be
lonely, but they need the practice," Ryder said. "We're trying to
shoot a format that's just like the
nationals, because we feel pretty
comfortable in the East (Region]
and our biggest competition is
Texas A&M[in the South Region].
We want to take them down."
Texas A&M is generally
considered a powerhouse in
the collegiate archery world.
And while JMU certainly isn't
a huge underdog, the team is
hoping that this may be the
year for an upset.

KING: Goalkeeper finding success,
implementing attacker's mindset
VNG, from page 8
j Young and senior captain
packer Brooke McKeruie
r>th said that King's best qualas a lacrosse player is her
I h let. asm,
"She's one of the quickBt and most active out of the
Young paid. "This alher to deal with teams
who pressure the goalie, trying
to force turnovers. It's not going to happen with Livvy."
Having played attacker in
her high school career, King has
a natural, hybrid sense of what
an attacker is trying to do with
the ball, as she sits back as the
proclaimed "eyes of the field."
"She definitely can think
like an attacker," McKenzie
said. "Coming out of the cage,
she (also) knows how to move.

She's confident with the ball
and she wants to run down
and score. If she could score,
she would."
She may not be scoring
goals, but her ability to make
saves at crucial points of a
game compliments the Dukes'
high-powered offensive attack.
The Dukes have registered 93
goals in seven games, with
70 goals allowed. The only
team with more goals scored is
Drexel(ft-O) with 126.
In her final season. King is
motivated by the glory of a national championship.
"We take it one step at a
time, but it's always in the
back of my head wnen I prepare for a game," King said.
"I know that beating that team
is one step closer to getting to

that ultimate goal, which I've
been dreaming about since
high school."
The Dukes (5-2) are on their
way to a winning season with
a relatively young squad. They
have been battle-tested against
nationally ranked teams early
in the season, and that should
pay off, when the Dukes reach
conference play. King's dependability, leadership and
consistency will likely factor
into the equation when it's all
said and done.
"She's been important to
this team since day one," McKenzie said. "And this year, her
confidence has grown so much
and |that| has improved her
game. Now she's in the spotlight and stepping up to the
occasion."

$1 Sushi
11am-2pm
Mon-Fri

™

™

/\ Japanese S
Steakhouse & Sushi Bar

Our expert Kyoto chefs prepare
from appetizer to entree, your delicious
dinner at authentic teppan yakl tables.

540.574.4901
Sun-Thurs. 11 am-10pm
Fri& Sat 11am- 11pm
829 E. Market Street, Harrisonburg, VA
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This Week $925

•All of our diamonds are graded by an on staff GIA Diamond Graduate
Visit us at 75 S. Court Square Harrisonburg or www.mchonejewelry.com

Yellow Cab
(540)434-2515
Radio Dlepatched
Service to all ma|or alrporla
Wheelchair acceaalble vehicles
Prompt, Courteous Service
24 Hours a day, 7 days a week • Very flexible, part time positions available

Berger named CAA lacrosse Player of Week
Junior midfielder Kelly Berger
has been named the Colonial Athletic Association women's lacrosse
Player of the Week for the week
ending March 26.
In the past week, she notched
nine goals and two assists.
Berger had game-high goal?.

against both Loyola (No. 20) and
California. She scored five times as
part of a game-high six points at
Loyola in the 14-8 decision and she
scored four in the 17-7 victory over
California
Berger has moved up into a
tie for 13th on JMU's career goals

list.(98) and is in 12th place on the
career points list (130).
The Dukes hold a 5-2 record
and remain ranked 17th in the Intercollegiate Women's Lacrosse
Coaches Association top 20.
— twfti staff rfpurls
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Theatre II production
seems to run circles
around flawed script
B\ MONICA

Bookrit

row warm
Theresa Bedell, a New York (oumalist, lakes a
diana Hid >;IH-S out on .1 Wind date in "Bo\ lifts
Girl ' In the play, which runs in Theatre II this week.
hVoVU's (played by junior Katie Culligan) date with
Tony (played by senior Zach Koops) quickly rums
sour. After she kindly attempts to blow him off,
Tony aggressueU stalks Theresa, leaving her to
tear tor her own sat eh I nfortunately, the play is as
elementary as its title, leaving much to be desired in
plot and characterization.
1 he MVCfdl Hawed senpt. written by Rebecca
Gilman, perpetuates the negative connotation generally associated with feminism. The dialogue

Man appeared vacant and unnecessarily minimal.
Junior lighting director Emma Sumner's lights
harshly washed out a lot of the set's colors, appearing stark against the black curtains and frequently
casted two-dimensional shadows. Although the
set tned to create a black-box feel, actor exits and
entrances through gaps in the curtains revealed
much of the backstage area to the audience.
Kowalsky developed as an actor, creating
the most enjoyable character in "Boy Meets
Girl." As Taylor Nichols, Kowalsky produces
the most genuine reactions, taking the time
to listen and respond. Led by director senior
Erin Rafferty, much of show's performance
came to a halt due to actors not knowing
where to go next in their scenes. The show ran
in circles; girl meets boy, boy meets girl, boy
stalks girl, girl gets scared, and audience gets
bored and goes home.
"Boy Gets Girl" shows in Theatre II through
Saturday, April 1 at 8 p.m. There will be a Friday,
March 31 midnight show. Tickets are $3 and can be
purchased two hours before every performance.
Doors open at 7:30 p.m.

Lights, Camera,

Action!
Annual student film festival brings talent,
unique shorts together in Grafton-Stovall
BY ORRIN KONHEIM
STAFF WRITF.R

While some student film festivals feature films that are
barely above the quality of home movies, this year's annual
JMU student film festival was a pleasant surprise, as there was
a more solid group of entries than previous years.
"Every year that I've been here, there's been a marked
improvement," said senior Matt Killmon, co-producer of two of
the night's award-winning films. "I think what happens is the
students come to the festivals and get inspired and make better
films and that keeps raising the bar."
Trie 11 films — which ranged from two to 2) minutes — were projects
that in sane cases showed the ability to produce some
strokes of innovation with limited constraints.
For example, "Jam," directed by senior Ben
Haslup, was a short but sweet three-minute
film that consisted of an elaborately shot chase
around Harrisonburg between a pickpocket and
the guy whose wallet he just stole. The film, shot
by senior Kevin Johnson and edited by senior
Derek Rippe, won the award for best editing.
"We wanted to make it look like a comic book,"
said Ha-slup of the unique editing style which presented every step of the chase from two angles.
There was a general discrepancy between
filmmakers who relied more on creating mood
and atmosphere and those who relied more on
dialogue and plot. "Kinetic," created by freshi RAISA IV)N tiaffphaotmpliri
man Joanna Long, junior Chris Schrack and
ABOVE: UPB hosted the 11th Student Rim Festival Sunday night. Winners received
senior Ben Frazier, set out to capture the nuances
trophies for their films. BELOW: Winners, from left to right. Included seniors Paul
of boys and girls going out to a party in hopes of
Robertson, Matt Klllmon, Rlan Kountz, Millie Juraschek, Mark Johanson and Roya
Zarrlnnahad.

'Memoir9 a
glimpse into
geisha world
In-depth extras offer cultural
background, insider's look
BY LISA RONEY

STAFf WRITER
The two-disc "Memoirs of a Geisha" DVD
is one of the most informative and intnguing
releases so far this vear, and fans of the film
would do well to snatch one up.
Along with commentanes and a photo gallery, the highlights of this DVD are the 11 featurettes, which each dive into different aspects
of the film and the world of geishas.
"Sayuri's Journey: From the Novel to the
Screen" spends 14 minutes discussing the onginal
piece of fiction, written by Arthur Golden. Golden
talks about the novel and its overnight success.
Few people who have read the book, this featurette
is quite interesting. It also gives fascinating tidbits
about the film's pre-production. For instance,
Steven Spielberg was onginally set to direct until
"Chicago's" Rob Marshall took over.
Probably the most captivating featurettes
are the ones that portray the training and
work it took to accurately portray geishas on
the silver screen. "Geisha Bootcamp" shows
the rigorous six-week training of the cast to
become the best geishas they could.
The 16-minute 'The Look of the Geisha"
delves into the costumes, makeup, and hair
of the elite women. In Japan, the back of the
neck is seen as provocative and sensual, and
was therefore accentuated in the film. "A
Geisha's Dance" shows the behind-the-scenes
work of the film's climatic and haunting dance
scene, called 'The Winter Dance," that depicts
Nitta Sayun's rise to be one of japan's most
celebrated geisha.
"The World of a Geisha" encompasses
who a geisha is. It eradicates the assumption
that geishas are |ust high-class prostitutes,
and backs everything up with historical
information. Several cast members reveal
their family history, which involved their
grandfathers falling in love with geishas.
The film is a brilliantly beautiful work of
art that truly deserved the Academy Awards
it received a few weeks ago. Although it
doesn't live up to the amazing novel it is
based on, "Memoirs" is a movie that lets the
Western world enter a lifestyle that many
of us never knew existed, and allows us to
become wrapped up in a culture that prides
itself on its gifted and talented women.

REVIEW

Spike Lee finds
'Inside Man' in
new heist thriller
Director leaves out social
commentary in new movie

see FESTIVAL .page 5
Brrn I
-Mil IVR/TCR
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Is an 'open relationship' a wise decision?
Students speak out about
their opinion of dating many
people at the same time
■v

while uihpatia.ivm suggests that it means "puhamory"
or "the practice or lifestyle of being open to having more
than one loving, intimate relationship at a time, with the

LAURA BECKER

nan

MUTER

Season One of "Seinfeld" contains an tptaoda
called 'The Deal," which revolves around fern'and
Elaine attempting to remain friends while adding
sex to their non-exclusive relationship. They create
a set of rules designed to make the open relationship work < onsider George I oatama'i opinion,
when he say* to Jerry, "It's impossible. It can't be
doiM 1 houiandl *>i scars people have been trying
to have their cake and eat it too. No one can do it.
It can't be done."
Is it possible to have a sucojssful "open relationship?" Some may define it as fnendvwith-benefits.

photo illustration b\ AAR( )S MhWARI uaff photographfr

Is this a haalthy relationship?

South
Main St.

full knowledge and consent of all partners involved."
Sophomore Sarah Magee views an open n'labonship
as a couple that is "dating but free to see other people."
When asked if she would arader having an open relatioetJiip with a significant other. Magee replied, "No. If I
am dating someone, I want rim to inly see me."
Seventy-five random (ML students were asked
w hether or not they believed open relationships are
a good idea, defined as "seeing multiple people in
a rumantie way." lileven students said yes, having
an open relationship was a good idea. Sixty-four
disagreed. The same 75 students were also asked
it they believed open relationships could be sucOMsftal Nine students agreed, while 66 believed it
could not be successful. Therefore, in accordance
with the poll, most students did not view open
relationships in a positive light. However, this poll
is only a sample and may not reflect the entire
campus' views on the subject.
I rvshman Genna Molino has experienced the
see OF EN. page 5

R

Spike Lee's filmmaking career has, until
quite recently, existed primarily in the muckraking realm. "Do the Right Thing" (1989)
was a story about prejudice on the hottest
day of the summer, "Jungle Fever" (1991)
addressed interracial romances, "Malcolm
X" (1992) encapsulated the life of the black
nationalist and human rights activist, "He
Got Game" (1998) exposed collegiate recruiting programs, and so on.
Now the director of those films has made
"Inside Man," a bank-heist thnller that means
only to please, not to lecture. All messages and
Statements have been subverted: social commentary and rants — there are sbll a few sharp
instances of each — have nonetheless been
muffled in order to accommodate the conventions of this quite mainstream and commercial
■UMMDM picture. It is mostly a success.
The film's chief virtue lies in the craft
of its players: "inside Man" is magnificently acted. Dalton Russell (played by Give
Owen, "Derailed") is the nngleader of a
group of bank robbers who seize hostages
see INSIDE, pap 12
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Da wnto u/n:
540-434-6980

540-434-4014

Struttel

30, 2006110

REVIEW

'Boy Gets Girl* leaves much to be desired
often forgets the fact that feminism does nut
,11 wavs equal male hatred. However, Theresa treats
her male friends and associates with the same
disrespect that she so adamantly scorns. Gilman
«nates ,t trulv unhkable protagonist: she is bitter
and pejoratively snide to her coworkers, Howard
Siegel (played by senior Jimmy Hey worth) and
Taylor Nichols (played by junior \eal KowaWq 1
There is something an audience has never heard
of before, an angry feminist. Culligan's choice of
playing a few negative emotions made Theresa
a stagnant presence on stage. By the end of the
show, some audience members may find the main
character so unpleasant that they will start rooting
for the stalker.
Senior Krishne Cobb's box set did nothing
ID aid the many instilled scene changes. Actors
constantly had to rush backstage dunng what
seemed like an endless series of blackouts, creating tiresome pauses that drastically broke the
show's continuity and slowed down the overall
pace. This could have been fixed with a more
conducive set design for the actors so that they
could freely access the stage. The four sections on
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Waffle Cones .55 Extra
58 E. Wolfe St Er 2425 5. Main St, Harrisonburg

Go to «'Hn7/ic/>/-cc;c.(iri;/«7(/.v.M//('(A to |X>st lo read classifieds and more!

CLASSIFIED
FOR RENT
MOM
(OR SAIL BY OWNLK
Lovely 5 bedroom 2 hath split i.»\,-i
home
located
in the
Donnagail
uihdi vision.
C'ounin xtting with
mountain views
(540) >
ROOMMAT1 B
MMI i>.
LARCH
lownhouae
Near
Campur
S250-J25
70J-58:-K859
i
BEDROOM
HOUS1
Good
condition. Convcnicntl) located, W/U.
available K/17. S735. (5401 43VISM
I |\l 111 I1WHIMS. I I 1/ Mil III S|
two baths, all appliance-., internet, parking.
excellent flour plan 1540) 568-3068
BEACH
COIIAOI
Spend
A
Summer
in
OBX'
$4007
month
call
Nick
252-573-9291
MOVINO/I.IVIMiOII I AM PI s '<„>
lo web imu edu/ocl lutmiis htm. IMl \
ollicul site lor oil-campus hou-sing,
roommates, and furniture
i ireat tor
advertisingsublciv.rcni.ilsi-lUihr 0721
1 AKtil I HI DKOOM \P\RIMI M
Great location, almost new. washei
dryer, dishwasher, no pets, available
8/06.
$535.
(540)
433-1569
LARGE
ONE
BEI)R< x >M
APAR'IMI Ml
I lOM
to
campus.
good eondition. AC .ivailable 8/06.
No pets.
$4lo. (540) 439-1509
IOK Rl Nl Iwo bedroom, double-wide
trailer on horse I'arm. Comfortable,
quiet. K mi. from JMI
InBhUftl
utilities
234-9711 (340) 421-5994

Summer Sublease in Pheasant Run. Ma>
through August 7lh Larger room $ I *>5 00
MonthK.Utiliuesdisided(276)4>*2-3206
Roam for rent in Stonegatc 1817 A.
Ihree ama/ing girls need lasl nHinnutc
( all Amu a - J p toi into I 703) 509-7247
I Roommate needed lor III in FanH
Hi lb Manor Male LOTS 01 M'Al I '
I arge bedroom, walk-in clout, private
baih.
Avail 6/1/06 (540) 433-2270
SUMMER
SUBLEASE
May 15-Augl5
lovhill
lownhomes
Only
$2'5'mo
(""^7)561-6526
ROOM J KIM Ver> Spacious
room Available May-August In a
house on High Mrcet - Mr) $230/
month
OHO"
(804) 852-2722
Apt - Crawford avc. 2bd/lbth. $330 per
month (utl meld) (rreat location Avail
in May Wjlk io JMI f540)90*-645l

FOR SALE
VAN FOR SALE *T loyotaPrcvi*/
Ml MR/
Rum
well'
250K/
HKMrSOBO
(804)
852-2722

HELP WANTED|
BARTENDfNOI S2S0tfq potential
No
cspcrniKc
MMaaar) Training
provided
(100)9054520
EW2I2
TOUR
GUIDES
WANTED
No
experience aaeaaaar)
Weekend and
weekday work Musi have dependable
transportation Call lor appoinlmeni
I miles
Caverns,
896-228).

wl )*AV
www.

HP

THE BREEZE

l() $75 per survey
<HMP»d lolhink.com

FUN IN THE
SUN!
Lifcguanb
wanted in North Myrtle Beach.
"Will
train,"
no
experience
Apply
www.nsb^ireguardscom
I l\l
\M) WORK ON the Outer
Banks (Nags Head area) this summer
Now hinng lor all positions Please visit
www mworth com lor more information
and
an
employment
application
SIM NANDOAHRIVIKOt I I 11 IF Ks
is hiring for May lo Sept come work
with us on the river. Good driving
record, outgoing, energetic, able lo work
weekends, full/part lime. 800-6tanoc2
Live this summer at the Beach and
work with telescope Pictures/Sum i> •
Studio in Ocean tils. MLWirgima
Beach. VA Earn up lo $10,00000
Housing is Available
For more
information visit our website and
APPIY ON-LINE WHWSUIiraWM.nllr
com or call I 724.322 1858 0. O. E
I \t I I I I Nl
OPPOKH Nll\
(iraduating Senior Couple to live in and
workallocalhusincss Manmayhaveothcr
employment Musi have good computer.
sales, and telephone skills. May start
part lime immediatel) 15401 433-1234
IIIH.IARI)

JOBS

Santo, ii NO*

l.tan

HDUNOI

Pool

Pool

Managers A LifcguaruV lull & Partlime Positions available in Arlington.
Alexandria, Fairfax, and I.ondoun
Contact Kelly at
703-586-7567
or email
kphillips a titanpoob.org

m SINESSOR MARM ITN0 MAJOR
to work al local business on Fnda>s
and Salurdavs and full lime in summer
Could lead lo lull lime upon graduation
.S40>43l.l?34
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I M II i I Nl I MINING poll NIIAI
Position open for energetic sell starter.
Part-lime hours for Full-time pay Walking
and owntransportaiionamuM Please call
Jackal (540) 569-0119(540) »1

kstrfjaj

ODtaatl

to build our famil)
WAITRESSES
shifts.
Appl>
Lunch 12

Day
and
in person.

1741 I

night
!■§'

Market Slreet

Richmondspccialcvcntseompans seeking
ft/pt seasonal work. RtipuillBiHIIhil
include setting up and ninmng inflatable
games, tcnls. etc.
Should aagO]
being around people Drivers license
required Perfect opportunity lor student
seeking summer work' (804) 747.4400
SI MMIR JOB Charlottesvillc Parks
A Recreation i> seeking Summer
Playground & Iherapcutic Playground
Lcaderstoworkl 1 this summer. $9.50/hr.
For details A application, see Job Board.
www.charlotlesville.urg. (434)970-3572
HI AW

101 II'MI Nl

|

SERVICES
AIX)l'IION

through private

adoption of infant or (wins

|

TRAVEL

NAOS
HFAI)
4-MONTH
Student
Summer
Rentals.
scabrcc/eu.iliw..,!, [352) 255-6328

wishes
Husband

from a large extended family We are

SkYDIVI * One I>a> hrst Jumps irom
13,500*! 22 jumper aircraft. Student
Discounts! Gilt Certificates! www.

home study aproved. Birth parent!st

skulivnmingc com (540) 943-6587

H himself adopted and wile comes

senously

considering

adoption
ft

plan,

Irancie

com

or

making

please
al

an

contact

pete

: ni«:

intantdre.im

703-397.70*:

(colicl)

]

WANTED

-4KOnc totally
| F^ Awesome
Newspaper for
your enjoyment!
twice a week!

HKAVY EQUIPMENT

|

|

OPERATOR

DPI RATOR

■raining lor employment Kulldo/crv
hackhocs. loaders, dump trucks, graders.
scrapers, excavators train in Virginia
NatMrulecrtilication.linaniialassi.t.iiKi
job placement assistance. 800-383-7364
Associated Training Serv
w W« ■ • I 0- t C h o o ! s c o in
(iRAI)l AIINti I HIS MAY' II" your
parents own sour house or lownhouse
and it's close lo JMI I. I am mlerested
in busing it' I will Pa> sou I5O0 if I
buy the proper!) • sou don't even need
to tell your parents ) No hassle - not a
real estate agenl! Contact me - Brian
BKftENOSOl N.COMor(540)4

Coldwell Banker Commercial Funkhouser Realtors

Training for employment.
Bulldozer*, backhoM, loaders.
dump (rucks, graders, scrapers.
txoovatonv train in Virginia.
National certification, financial
.tssisiance, job placement
assistance.
1-800-383-7364.
Associated Training Services.
www asm-schools com

MT YOUR FREE PIC T1HIRT!!!

QW>\

THE LARGEST SELECTION OF STUDENT HOUSING
HHH.CBcri\hiioish.R.coH • 434-5150

®Mh &

H ,

Hownlnw": 4*^V^017
Hunters Ridge

Madison Gardens

Condominiums

Grace Slrccl

Madison Terrace

COME IN AND CET A CLUB CARD,
PURCHASE S BBQ COMBO MEALS
AND CET A FREE PIC T SHIRT*

Apartments

wwu iwnii IA1T

J
Madison Manor

Hunters Ridge

Country Club Court

Hometown Music

Devon Lane

Townhomes

Townhomes

Cunaes,

m
AjtfcL :'■':
Large Selection

Gingerbread House

PA

www.homeiownmuiic.nei

AKO MORE...

Stuff you didn't know you needed

S

BVS^BMBHaa^

Madison Square

AMPS, DRUMS,

Duke Gardens

f0Jgi""i

nmuu
neoKnne.

TASCA*

HKftm

STAHP \'
DRIHKHOMR

Mwmti
MM '
FOROM11S99]

of Homes

AUDIO TtCHHie* HIHD nut'
TRIII mwsiri WMUSS stm* j

COLDWI I I

BANKIiR
COMMERCIAl

715 Port Republic Road
llamsonburg. VA 22801

540-434-5150
inl.-ii cbilunklHuiscrciMn
* v. * the funkhouser GOU

Mountain View

FUNKHOLSKR
REALTORS'

College Satin

HlwGlBKUUK
Hmuwuic ,\
DKUM THROHl

Hometown Service $$$99
1990S M.i. • 434 41S9
Mail-Order Prices 10 4 Mo.o.i
fti»»>, 10 S
S.TU«».I

J*\*onJl(ur
On re von tiin here there is no
. I connie
comparison.

(2,0>M,fr4,aty
"I wish 1 had found
this salon when I was a freshman
-Ashley

Are Here

fr^t
see what everyone
mm/^( oiiu
is talking about!

10% OFF :

Any Package Purchase i
expires April 7, 2006

is SO

"This place is so clean"
-Sam

anc\ helpfc*
carne

nice a

I

Now Open at 7:30 A.M.
No i^^ Wait Times

Competitive Pricing with Che area's cleanest salon and most friendly service.

24 3 Neff Avenue

Wednesday
%kursJi(z

y

Friday

21

v#$®&

Tuesday

www.tanninijtruth.coni

540 4 38 8267

Mondays &
Thursdays just
got a little
Kit

CAVIi^r'

smarter!
www.tbebreeze.org
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Hate us? Tell US! BrcczeEditor@hoimail.rom

feed Fcr The iifiht
1 am worKing out and trying to gain weight, but I Keep
hearing mixed information about whether or not its
healthy to use weight-gain products. What is a safe way
to gain weight without using supplements?
Athletes often use weight gain Mippluni.nl-. Mich as protein shake U R.un
weight or huild muscle. Hut these Jo not work alone and may he expensive. A healthy diet
that includes appropriate amounts ol carbohydrate, protein, and fat can he modified to
help you gain weight ttidy while you huild muscle.
Eathinn i meals a Jay plus -nacks on a regular hasis should sufficiently add the calorics
you nceJ to ii.un weight How much yon gain depends on the amount of calorics you
consume in relation to the amount you hum during your exercise program. You need eat or
drink WO to 1000 extra calories each day DO gain I 2 pounds perweck. which is a healthy
w eight gain goal Gaining W eight llow ly will help you to avoid gaining too much extra
hody fat Here .ire .1 lew tips to help you gain weight safely without the use of supplements
Do not skip meals or snacks If you are unable to lit regular meals into your schedule, cat
and drink healthy snacks an J beverages throughout the day Ideas for healthy snacks
include Iruit yogurt, cheese and cndten, mixed nuts, granol.i bars, mulngrain bagels with
cream cheese and jellv. or bran mullins with peanut butter
I at larger portion sizes or second helpings during your meals. Instead of having one
sandwich lor lunch, have two I lave a taller glass ol milk, a higger how I of cereal or .1 larger
piece of I mi 1
Select higher calorie foods. Read food labels to determine which foods have more calories
than others Bananas, pineapples, mangos, and dried fruits, have more calorics per serving
than other fruits that contain more w atcr. Starchv vegetables like corn, potatoes, and
peas have more calorics pa serving than less stare hy vegetables. Red meats, such as beef
and lamh have more calories than leaner meats like chicken and fish, but they also contain
more saturated fat When you cat red meats, choose leaner cuts like round or sirloin Steak.
I cntils bean hurritos. and other dried beans arc also high in calories and provide good
amounts of carbohydrate and protein as well

INSIDE: Lee's film has star-studded cast
INSIDE, from page 10
and barricade themselves inside a major New York City
bank. Detective Frazier (played
by Denzel Washington. "The
Manchunan Candidate") is the
police negotiator on the scene,
while Madeline White (played
by Jodie Foster. "Flightplan") is
a power broker ol sorts brought

into the story through the bank
chairman's urgent need to protect the mysterious contents of
a safety deposit box inside the
bank.
The film is intense, but
nothing we haven't already
seen. The picture's conclusion
is shaky and underdeveloped,
with the bank chairman be-

ing saddled with one ol those
wholly unlikely speeches that
spews exposition and tidies
up loose plot threads. Still, we
could hardly expect such familiar genre material to end in
catharsis or complexity. That
said, "Inside Man" is an accomplished, efficient thriller
that nums along nicely.

FESTIVAL: Student entries raise the bar
Some filmmakers relied on atmosphere for movies, others on dialogue
FESTIVAL, from page 10
ol meeting each other. It didn't use a word of dialogue but relied instead on choreography, music and
editing and creative location, scouting to find the few
places on and off campus that could create the nght
mood lor them.
By contrast "Dinner for Two," one erf the nighf s
big award winners, was also about the complexities
between a boy and girl who like each other, but rehed
pretty much entirely on dialogue. Set around two old
friends who reunite at the Madison (.nil for a series of
dates, the film was anchored by the chemistry between
senior theatre majors Milbe Juraschkek and Mark Jo
hannaon, winners of the best acting ensemble award.

"Dinner for Two" also won the best director award
for senior Riam Kuuntz as well as the viewer's Choice
Award. The best pictun? award, however, went to Paul
Robertson for "Language of Loss." The film, dedicated
to his father, is set in a funeral home and centers on the
interaction between an undertaker going in for apb interview and someone who is taking care of funeral arrangements of a loved one. Robertson, a SMAD major
and creative wnting minor, also wrote the screenplay
lor which he also won the award.
Other awards went to Matt Killmon for best cinematography in "Hunted by a Freak," directed by senior Riam Kountt, and "Ringo," directed by Tnstan
Goget lor best soundtrack.

OPEN: Students agree to 'don't ask, don't tell'
OrEN, from page 10
trials ol an open relationship.
Genna has been dabng Washington & Lee freshman Josh Prell for
two years. When college began,
they agreed to have an "open relationship." which they defined
as a relationship that allowed
them to hook up with other
people. However, starting a relationship with someone else was
unacceptable. Genna viewed
having an open relationship as
a smart way to make sure that
Josh was the one for her.
"We agreed on 'don't ask.

don't tell'" Genna said. This was
frustrating because even if I hadn't
hooked up with anyone, it could
easily come across that I had."
Josh told Genna that whenever she was ready, they could
"close the relationship."
"We're going to get married
anyway, so if 1 closed the relationship, that meant he was the
only guy I would ever kiss for the
rest of my life," she said. In midJanuary, Genna realized that she
could continue college without
hooking up with anyone other
than Josh. All of her uncertain-

ties smoothed out And she and
Josh decided to discontinue their
open relationship and date exclusively. "We both felt that we had
been cheated on even though we
had agreed it wasn't cheating,"
Genna said.
It seems as though most
people would happier knowing that their significant other
was content with being exclusive, yet. as seen with Genna's
story, sometimes an open relationship can be a successful
way to be sure of the feelings
between a couple.

Warm Weather Is Coming & So Arc The $100 Bills

JAMES OCHONE

Drink your calories. You can add calorics to your diet hy drinking juice, milk, milk shakes
or instant breakfast beverages with your meals and snacks Just remember, vv hile you arc
exercising it is also vet) important to drink plenty ol w atcr to prevent dehydration.

jewelry
—^—

Is giving away $100 Cash

Keep in mind that heredity also influences body shape and weight It your fanuliy members
arc slender you will probably tend to be slender, too If you arc unsure about how to
determine your calorie needs or would like help deciding which foods to rat, you re in luck'
I Rl ( has a great nutrition analysis program that can help you figure out your personal
energy needs and plan a safe and healthy weight gain menu

to one person wearing their T-Shirt
ts> 4:00 PM on the quad

Snilvc hup m Trtithm.ti.i'm

sO-AJL

J-

Don't have a T-Shirt. Visit us downtown at 75 Court Square next to Bank of America
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Bryan Pope
Gil Harrison
Michelle Sonn
DougParvis
Alex McNair
Eric Txott
Chris Swecker
NaziaMitha
Dominic Desmond
MaryCzarsty
JohnGalle
Brian Harsen
Evan Dyson
ErikPitzer

Nathan Chiantella
Kristen Green
DrewLepp
Amy Paterson
Meagan Mihalko
Andre Korsak
Bree Mills
Brian Sikorski
Regina Mannino
Ryan Croft
Anthony Colasurdo
Kelly Pedersen
Kristen Blanco

Thank you to all outgoing staff & welcome new staff.
Good luck to you both!
Love, The Breeze

